Each of you will embark upon a personal project in HISP303 that is intended to address your
personal speaking goals in Spanish.
I would like each of you to come up with a list of 10-15 goals for your speaking and listening as
it relates to your project. The list should be as comprehensive as possible. Aim high. Your first
draft of the grid is due in class February 7th. Please adopt the format shown below.. Complete
this grid in English.
You should aim to achieve the Advanced-Low Proficiency in Speaking and Listening (acc to the
ACTFL scale) Examples can be seen here.
Example:
Project goal: To be able to conduct an interview in Spanish for an orchestra in Latin
America.

TASKS
I can describe all of
the parts of my
instrument in Spanish
and engage in a
conversation with
others about their
function, how it is
played, etc
I can converse
effortlessly and with
great detail about the
technical terms in the
music I play with my
instrument and
discuss the
challenges that I face
I can exchange
detailed information
and opinions about
my favorite
composers and
pieces I have played
in Spanish giving
several examples

Beginning Date

Good Control Date

Secure Mastery Date

and supporting my
views with ease for
60 min
I can exchange
detailed information
about my studies in
The Conservatory
and give several
examples of
memorable classes
and concerts,
professors, with
excellent detail for at
least 60 minutes
I can hold a detailed
and engaging
conversation with a
fellow musician about
music, our
instruments, the
music we play, the
challenges we face
in Spanish for 60
minutes
I can “saludar” the
Maestro and chat
briefly with him with
confidence
I can hold an
extended
conversation about
music, defending my
opinions and
thoughts with
confidence,and
asking/responding to
questions the
Maestro

